CORONA CHARTS
Corona Charts are the next generation group of super indicators because they
not only give you a multidimensional view of market activity but also because
each indicator alerts you when its signal is strong and when it is weak. Each
indicator is based on sound scientific measurements rather than on anecdotal
evidence and heuristics. All the indicators start with the measurement of the
dominant cycle and are therefore adaptive to changing market conditions. There
are a total of four indicators in the Corona Chart series. These are: 1) The
Spectrum (from which the dominant cycle is extracted), 2) The Cycle Signal to
Noise Ratio, 3) The Swing Position, and 4) The Trend Vigor.
The Spectrum measures cyclic activity over a cycle period range from 6 bars to
30 bars in a bank of continuous digital filters. Longer Cycle periods are not
considered because they can be considered trend segments. Shorter Cycle
periods are not considered because of the aliasing noise encountered with the
data sampling process. The amplitude of each filter output is compared to the
strongest signal and the result is displayed over an amplitude range of 20
decibels (dB). This display is in the form of a heatmap. Imagine the strongest
signal being white hot. As the amplitudes decrease, the display “cools off”
through red hot to ice cold. The colors range from bright yellow for the strongest
signal to black for the weakest. The dominant cycle line is extracted from the
strongest signals in the spectrum.
The Spectrum display is described with reference to Figure 1. The Spectrum is
in time synchronization with the barchart above it. The vertical axis of the display
shows the measured cycle period over the range from 6 bars to 30 bars. The
ideal condition is a thin horizontal yellow line. This denotes a consistent cycle
period that is well focused at the dominant cycle. The market is often not so
accommodating. You will see periods where the spectrum gets fuzzy. That
means the cyclic energy is not concentrated at the dominant cycle and is more
vague. You will also see times when the dominant cycle is drifting upwards or
downwards – signifying slow changes in the cycle periods. There are still other
times when the dominant cycle shifts rapidly from one value to another. Rapid
shifts can happen because the cycle strength is low or because there are
harmonics present in the data. For example, early in July 2008 the market was
in a downtrend and there was hardly any cycle activity at all. That caused the
dominant cycle to shift to a long period and the spectrum became indistinct with
multiple components.

Figure 1. Spectrum Chart
Once the period of the dominant cycle is known, the question remains where we
are within the cycle position. Of course, we can look at the barchart and judge
where we had the last significant low (or high) and estimate the next cyclic
turning point to be a half cycle in the future from that point. However, since the
market does not consist of perfect cycles, we have a better way to show where
the market is within the cycle position. We do this by correlating the prices with a
perfect sine wave having the dominant cycle period. This correlation produces a
smooth waveform that lets us better estimate the swing position and impending
turning points. Figure 2 shows the swing position Corona Chart. It is in time
synchronization with the barchart and the vertical axis is on an arbitrary scale
from -10 to +10. Since the purpose of this indicator is to anticipate the turning
points, regions near the minimum and maximum are the strongest. The indicator
develops a “corona” near the center of the range – signifying that a turning point
is not imminent. You will also notice a corona being displayed when the market
is in a trend and there is very little cyclic swing. The period of March 2008
through May 2008 had some volatility, but the swings were not sufficient for
effective cycle trading. On the other hand, nice cyclic swings were identified in
February 2008, in May 2008, and coming out of the downtrend at the end of July
2008.

Figure 2. Swing Position Corona Chart
The absolute amplitude of the cycle waveform is not particularly important.
Additionally, longer cycles typically have a larger swing than shorter cycles. On
the other hand, what is important is the amplitude of the cycle relative to
conditions for trading. One such relative measure is the cycle amplitude relative
to noise. There can be many definitions for noise in the market, but for trading
purposes I chose the average bar height to be “noise” because there is not much
tradable information within the bar. Using this definition of noise, Figure 3 shows
the condition where the wave amplitude of the dominant cycle is equal to the
noise amplitude. This is the case when the Signal to Noise Ratio is zero dB.
Note that even if we have the cycle position perfectly diagnosed, it is still possible
to buy at the high of the cycle low and sell at the low of the cycle high for exactly
zero profit, not including commissions.

Figure 3. Theoretical Zero dB Signal to Noise Ratio
Where the Cycle Signal Amplitude is Equal to the Noise Amplitude

Another theoretical example is shown in Figure 4. In this case the wave
amplitude of the signal is twice the amplitude of the Noise. Now, we have a
reasonable expectation of profit based on the cycle no matter what our intrabar
entry and exit may be. This is the 6 dB Signal to Noise Ratio Case. The market
rarely has a Signal to Noise Ratio in excess of 6 dB.

Figure 4. Theoretical 6 dB Signal to Noise Ratio
Where the Cycle Signal Amplitude is Twice the Noise Amplitude
The Signal to Noise Ratio Corona Chart is shown in Figure 5. As with the other
Corona Charts, it is in time synchronization with the barchart above it. The
vertical scale is from 1 dB to 11 dB. The Signal to Noise Ratio starts to develop
a “corona” below 4 dB, warning you that the ratio may become too low to safely
swing trade on the basis of the cycle alone. When the market started into a
downtrend in early June 2008 the cycle amplitude was low to nonexistent.
Therefore the Signal to Noise Ratio became very low. The noise level was
approximately constant, but the cycle signal amplitude just wasn’t there. In this
case, the indicator was telling you not to trade on the basis of cycles in this
period. On the other hand, the Signal to Noise Ratio was sufficiently high for
cycles-based trading from the middle of April 2008 through the early part of June
2008.

Figure 5. Signal to Noise Corona Chart
The final Corona Chart handles the question of working with trends. Defining the
onset and/or the end of a trend is difficult, and most measures involve substantial
lag in their determination. In fact, whether a trend exists at all is often subject to
debate. I assert that trend determinations are best found by first knowing the
dominant cycle. Figure 6 illustrates my point. The picture shows a theoretical
cycle superimposed on a trend. If we know the cycle period we can measure the
trend as the momentum over one full cycle period. This measurement is
invariant regardless of where we are within the cycle. We can measure from
cycle peak to cycle peak (A to B), midpoint to midpoint (C to D), or cycle valley to
cycle valley (E to F) and the estimate of the trend slope is exactly the same.
Without knowing the cycle period the trend estimate would be all over the place.
For example, if the slope is taken from E to B (about half a cycle period) then the
trend slope is overestimated. If the slope is taken from A to F (about one and a
half cycle periods), then the trend slope is underestimated.

Figure 6. Theoretical Cycle in a Trend
Showing an Invariant Estimate of the Trend Slope
So, the basis of our Trend Strength Corona Chart is the slope of the momentum
taken over a full dominant cycle period. The trend slope is normalized to the
amplitude of the dominant cycle, and is scaled to range from -10 to +10. A value
of +2 means the trend upslope is twice the cycle amplitude. A value of -2 means
the trend downslope is twice the cycle amplitude. I feel it is prudent to not trade
the trend if this Corona indicator is within the range from -2 to +2. Therefore,
when the indicator is in this range you will see it develop its “corona”.
Conversely, if the indicator is larger than +2 it is not wise to trade short on the
basis of a cyclic swing. You can, however, use the cyclic indicator to trade
advantageously in the direction of the uptrend by picking your entry point on the
basis of the cycle. Similarly, if the indicator is smaller than -2 it is not wise to
trade long on the basis of a cyclic swing. You can, however, use the cyclic
indicator to trade advantageously in the direction of the downtrend by picking
your entry point on the basis of the cycle. Figure 7 shows there is a strong
uptrend movement from early in April 2008 to the middle of May 2008. Then,
there is a strong downtrend movement from early in June 2008 to the latter part
of July 2008. Cyclic trading opportunities occurred when the indicator developed
its corona in February 2008, early in April 2008, and the latter part of May 2008.

Figure 7. Trend Vigor Corona Chart
Figure 8 shows the four Corona Charts as a composite grouping. By putting all
the indicators together in time synchronization we can get a better overall picture
of the complete market activity. For example, February 2008 would have been a
good time to be trading cycles because market had excellent swings, the cycle
Signal to Noise Ratio was relatively high, and the trend vigor was neither up nor
down. Then, in March 2008 the Signal to Noise ratio dropped, the trend vigor
showed a move to the upside, and the cyclic swings were not very strong. This
would have been a good time to simply buy and hold. By May 2008 the uptrend
was weakening as shown by the trend vigor, the Signal to Noise Ratio was
relatively high, the cycle period was consistent, and the cyclic swings were
strong. This was a good time to buy the valleys and sell the peaks on the basis
of the swing position. Finally, in June 2008 the Signal to Noise Ratio deteriorated
and the trend vigor showed a decided downtrend. Therefore, this would have
been a good time to sell short and hold.

Figure 8. Corona Chart Composite

The Corona Charts are super indicators that give you a complete
multidimensional picture of market activity.
In addition to lines as with
conventional indicators, each indicator develops a corona aura that shows you
that particular indicator is not very strong at the moment. Taken together, the
Corona Charts give you a complete picture of whether the market is trending or
cycling and tells you which mode is most appropriate for trading at the moment.
The most effective trading is done when you are able to switch between trading
with the trend or trading with the cycle as the market conditions dictate.

